











The Management Concept in an Enterprise




Through the management concept the participating desire of the staff can be strengthened,
and the comprehensive capabilities of the enterprise can be improved through coordinate
competition. The management concept, which is the judging criterion whenthe enterprise
solves the problems, makes it easy to unify the internal suggestions. In addition, through the
management concept, the staff can understand the message of the enterprise, the communication
can be smoother, and all members can share the information toge也er. Through these roles the
enterprise is activated by the management concept.
Management strategy is a well-organized long-term decision, the aim of which is to develop
the enterprise and to adapt the various resources of the enterprise to the circumstances of the
enterprise. The decision of management strategy should be based on the management concept.
This thesis deals with the creative management concept and the strategic development of the
product based on the idea in the modern age.
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画 ト ードウエアl 物 質的満劇
企業利潤追究 High ・Technology 生産第一、売上至上
l精神的満足l 回
High ・Taste 顧客共感
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